
EMBEDDING QUOTES IN ESSAYS 

 

Short quotations 

 

 * 4 short lines or less of prose, 3 lines of verse 

 * Use double quotation marks. 

 

 * IN-TEXT CITATION: 

 - According to some, dreams express "profound aspects of personality" (Foulkes  

  184), though others disagree. 

 
  NOTE:  Sentence punctuation is OUTSIDE of the in-text citation, no punctuation inside).  

 

 - According to Foulke's study, dreams may express "profound aspects of   

  personality" (184).   

 
  NOTE: The sentence already refers to the previously mentioned study, so the partial quote only  

  requires the page number of the study. Note that the sentence punctuation is OUTSIDE of the  

  parentheses. 

 

 -   Is it possible that dreams may express "profound aspects of personality"   

  (Foulkes 184)? 

 
  NOTE:  Just a reminder to notice that the end punctuation of the sentence goes OUTSIDE the  

  parentheses. 

 

 -  Cullen concludes, "Of all the things that happened there / That's all I remember"  

  (11-12).  
 

  NOTE:  In poetry, note the space-/-space between the lines of verse; only the numbered lines are  

  needed in the citation (since the poet is already mentioned.  

 

Long quotations 

 

 * longer than 4 lines of prose or three lines of verse 

 * Place quotations in a free-standing block of text and omit the quotation marks.  

  Start the quote on a new line 

  Indent the entire quote 1/2 inch from the left margin; keep double-spaced 

 * Place parenthetical citation after the closing punctuation mark.   

 * When quoting verse, maintain the original line breaks and double-spacing. 

 

 Example follows on next page: 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 Nelly Dean treats Healthcliff poorly and dehumanizes him throughout her narration: 

 

  They entirely refused to have it in bed with them, or even in their room, and I had no more sense,  

  so, I put it on the landing of the stairs, hoping it would be gone on the morrow. By chance, or else  

  attracted by hearing his voice, it crept to Mr. Earnshaw's door, and there he found it on quitting his 

  chamber.  Inquiries were made as to how it got there; I   was obliged to confess, and in   

  recompense for my cowardice and inhumanity was sent out of the house. (Bronte 78) 

 

Citing two or more paragraphs 

 

 *  Use block quotation format, even if the passage from the paragraphs is less than four  

  lines. 

 * The first line of the second paragraph should be indented an extra 1/4 inch to denote a  

  new paragraph: 

 
 In "American Origins of the Writing-across-the-Curriculum Movement," David Russell argues, 

  Writing has been an issue in American secondary and higher education since papers and  

  examinations came into wide use in the 1870s, eventually driving out formal recitation  

  and oral examination. . .. 

       From its birth in the late nineteenth century, progressive education has wrestled with  

  the conflict within industrial society between pressure to increase specialization of  

  knowledge and of professional work (upholding disciplinary standards) and pressure to  

  integrate more fully an ever-widening number of citizens into intellectually meaningful  

  activity within mass society (promoting social equity) . . .. (3) 

 

Adding or omitting words 

 

 *  When adding words, place brackets [] around the added words: 
 

  Jan Harold Brunvand, in an essay on urban legends, states, "some individuals [who retell urban  

  legends] make a point of learning every rumor or tale" (78). 

 

 *  When omitting words, you should indicate the deleted word(s) by using ellipses; begin  

 and end each period with a space ( . . . ): 

 
  In an essay on urban legends, Jan Harold Brunvand notes that "some individuals make a point of  

  learning every recent rumor or tale . . . and in a short time a lively exchange of details occurs"  

  (78). 

 



 

WAYS TO EMBED INFORMATION FROM SOURCES 

 

 

Paraphrase/Summarize:   

 
 Actual quote: "West-End rockets has outpaced their competitors with their new engines which are 

 increasingly popular with consumers and may become the highest-selling rocket in 2020." 

 

 Paraphrases: 

 Mr. Golden, of AirPower Rockets, Inc., says that West-End rocket engines will soon 

 outsell every competitor (35). 

 

 West-End rockets will soon outsell every competitor (Golden 35).   

 

Quote (full or partial): See separate page. 

 

Quoting specific data (not a person): 

 
 Actual passage:  Hobby Lobby reports that roughly 60% of its customers who buy rockets buy West-End 

 rocket engines, specifically size D. 

 

 Quoted passage:  West-End rockets are reported to claim at least 60% of some craft and 

 hobby store chain sales (Heyerdahl 84).  

 
 NOTE:  Any information that may possibly be called into question requires footnoting or  citing the source for the  

 purpose of factchecking.   

 

Footnoting: 

 
 * extra information that would divert the main focus if left in the main text.  

 * used in essays where formal in-text citations would be too formal. 

 * to reference scriptures where citing in-text would limit flow of reading. 

 * footnotes are placed by Word at the end of each page (even when you add or delete one).   

 * endnotes are placed by Word at the end of a chapter or the end of the document. 

 * Use Word tools to create footnotes or endnotes.   

 

 Essay Footnoting: 

 West-End rockets claim at least 60% of some craft and hobby store chain sales.1 

 

 Extra information Footnoting: 

 Sally learned from her Bible that Jesus died to save her from her sins.2 

 

 The creator of West-End rockets3 was reported to have had a hand in creating the new  

 rocket engine last year.  

 
1 Heyerdahl, 84. 

2 John 3:16 Holy Bible 

3 Hal Reubens, amateur model rocketry enthusiast who sold his patent to West-End Rockets for $1 million in 2015.  


